Synopsis Using a radiofrequency ion trap at low temperatures, an experimental study of collisions of N + with ortho/para-H 2 is reported.
N
+ ions are present in many astrophysical environments. Their reaction with hydrogen molecules is important for description of processes in such media. The reaction is nearly thermo neutral and its rate depends significantly on the temperature. The rate coefficients used in astrochemical models differ by more than a factor of ten at 10 K. Several experimental studies were conducted [1] [2] [3] [4] but the uncertainty of rate coefficients at low temperatures still remains.
For our study we used an ion trapping technique (see description in reference [5] ). Radio frequency (rf) traps allow one to store ions in a well-defined environment and to cool them by collisions with neutral gas. After various storage times, the trap exit is opened and the ions move through the quadrupole mass filter and are detected, see figure 1. In the experiment we record the number of ions as a function of trapping time and evaluate both the decay of N + primaries and the grow of NH + products. For known number density of ortho-and para-H 2 we evaluated rate coefficient k* of studied reaction.
The measured dependence of reaction rate coefficients on the fraction of ortho-H 2 at a trap temperature 11 K is plotted in figure 2 . The observed linear dependency of k* indicates that only reaction with ortho-H 2 (j=1) plays a significant role at our experimental conditions. Moreover, we studied the dependency of the reaction rate coefficient on the temperature in the range from 11 to 100 K and on the fine structure state of N + . The comprehensive study of reaction N + + H 2 will be published in Astrophysical Journal [6] . For better understanding the NH 2 + collision system we plan to study the exothermic back reaction.
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